Name of Participant ____________________________________________

Reading Log
- Read 50 books to complete the challenge
- Choose from 54 categories
- Mark all the categories as you go
- Count books or audio books for this challenge
- Include title and author information
- Use one book to fill a single category
- Finish book and drop off log by February 14, 2025

**Humorous Book**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Books with a Character Who Wears Glasses**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book with Yellow Cover**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Newberry Award Book**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book that Sparks Joy**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Nonfiction Book**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book Related to the Word “Gold”**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Fantasy Book**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book with Season or Seasoning in the Title**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book About Revenge**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book Set in Your Home State**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Don’t Judge a Book by Its Cover**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**An Inspirational Story**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book with Illustrated People on Cover**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Written by an Author over 65 (when published)**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Book you Think They Should Read in Schools**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Flavour in the Title**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Western**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Book Written by More Than One Author**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Shoe on the Front Cover**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Book with Non-human Characters**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Book Featuring and Inheritance**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Book about Siblings**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**A Character That Frustrates You**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________

**Books with a Character Who Wears Glasses**
- Title: ___________
- Author: ___________
By an Author You Used in an Earlier Category
Title: Author:

Book Set in Southern USA
Title: Author:

Book Set in the Victorian Era
Title: Author:

A Plant on the Cover
Title: Author:

A Family Member’s Favorite Book
Title: Author:

A Book that Makes You Cry
Title: Author:

A Book that Starts with the Letter L
Title: Author:

Elderly Main Character
Title: Author:

Read the Next Book in a Series You Have Started
Title: Author:

Give an Author Another Chance
Title: Author:

Bought it and Forgot it
Title: Author:

A Book about or with Horses
Title: Author:

Book with an Article of Clothing on the Cover
Title: Author:

Book with “Thing” in the Title
Title: Author:

Book with a Title Containing an Element from the Periodic Table
Title: Author:

Coming of Age Book
Title: Author:

A book with a Robot
Title: Author:

Watch Out for Dragons
Title: Author:

Day of the Week or Month in the Title
Title: Author:

A book with the Word Good in the Title
Title: Author:

An Author Whose Name is a Color
Title: Author:

A Book that Doesn’t Fit Any of the Categories
Title: Author:

A Character Who is Hungry, Loves to Eat, or is Trying not to Get Eaten
Title: Author:

A Story that Features an Attic, Basement, Crawlspace of Cellar
Title: Author:

A Book about Happiness or Gratitude
Title: Author:

Book from the New Shelf
Title: Author:

Book with a House on the Cover
Title: Author:

The First Word in the Book is “The”
Title: Author: